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MODEL / DESCRIPTION / LIST PRICING

TABLE TOPS ONLY 
Model Table Top Ship LAMINATE TOP ASSORTED EDGES VENEER TOP

Number Size Wt GRP 1 GRP 2 GRP 3 GRP 4 GRP 5 GRP 6 GRP 7 GRP 8 GRP 9

TT24D 24" Dia. 26  $381  $399  $515  $612  $812  $977  $1177  $1225  $1408 

TT30D 30" Dia. 31  $442  $462  $600  $716  $951  $1146  $1381  $1427  $1641 

TT36D 36" Dia. 40  $524  $549  $713  $856  $1141  $1376  $1662  $1704  $1961 

TT42D 42" Dia. 52  $670  $699  $914  $1098  $1470  $1778  $2148  $2185  $2513 

TT48D 48" Dia. 66  $798  $835  $1096  $1320  $1768  $2141  $2590  $2619  $3014 

TT54D 54" Dia. 81  $938  $983  $1295  $1559  $2094  $2540  $3072  $3095  $3559 

TT60D 60" Dia. 98  $1079  $1128  $1489  $1797  $2413  $2925  $3545  $3563  $4097 

TT24S 24" Sq. 30  $381  $399  $515  $612  $812  $977  $1177  $1225  $1408 

TT2430S 24x30 Sq. 33  $408  $427  $553  $659  $876  $1054  $1269  $1315  $1512 

TT30S 30" Sq. 38  $442  $462  $600  $716  $951  $1146  $1381  $1427  $1641 

TT36S 36" Sq. 51  $536  $563  $734  $879  $1172  $1417  $1708  $1751  $2014 

TT42S 42" Sq. 65  $670  $699  $914  $1098  $1470  $1778  $2148  $2185  $2513 

TT48S 48" Sq. 82  $915  $959  $1262  $1522  $2038  $2472  $2991  $3019  $3472 

TT54S 54" Sq. 101  $1060  $1111  $1464  $1766  $2373  $2876  $3483  $3502  $4028 

TT60S 60" Sq. 123  $1216  $1277  $1684  $2033  $2735  $3317  $4017  $4033  $4636 

 TT1836 18 X 36 30  $384  $402  $517  $617  $818  $983  $1182  $1231  $1415 

 TT1848 18 X 48 37  $426  $444  $578  $692  $915  $1103  $1329  $1374  $1582 

 TT1860 18 X 60 44  $470  $491  $637  $764  $1017  $1226  $1477  $1520  $1750 

 TT1872 18 X 72 51  $513  $535  $699  $836  $1115  $1347  $1623  $1666  $1916 

 TT1884 18 X 84 57  $584  $610  $798  $958  $1279  $1545  $1867  $1905  $2191 

 TT1896 18 X 96 64  $626  $656  $859  $1030  $1376  $1666  $2011  $2051  $2357 

 TT2436 24 X 36 37  $459  $477  $620  $743  $986  $1190  $1435  $1478  $1701 

 TT2448 24 X 48 46  $513  $534  $697  $835  $1112  $1343  $1619  $1662  $1910 

 TT2460 24 X 60 55  $566  $590  $773  $929  $1238  $1496  $1803  $1845  $2121 

 TT2472 24 X 72 64  $621  $652  $848  $1021  $1362  $1648  $1991  $2029  $2332 

 TT2484 24 X 84 73  $706  $737  $966  $1161  $1554  $1882  $2273  $2309  $2653 

 TT2496 24 X 96 82  $761  $794  $1044  $1255  $1679  $2033  $2458  $2491  $2863 

 TT3036 30 X 36 44  $506  $531  $690  $826  $1067  $1328  $1603  $1644  $1890 

 TT3048 30 X 48 55  $573  $600  $783  $938  $1252  $1514  $1825  $1867  $2145 

 TT3060 30 X 60 66  $639  $670  $876  $1050  $1405  $1698  $2052  $2088  $2403 

 TT3072 30 X 72 78  $706  $738  $967  $1162  $1555  $1884  $2276  $2311  $2655 

 TT3084 30 X 84 89  $799  $836  $1098  $1323  $1772  $2148  $2596  $2628  $3022 

 TT3096 30 X 96 100  $865  $908  $1191  $1436  $1926  $2331  $2820  $2849  $3278 

 TT3648 36 X 48 64  $647  $676  $886  $1065  $1423  $1724  $2081  $2118  $2434 

 TT3660 36 X 60 78  $727  $761  $995  $1197  $1603  $1939  $2346  $2379  $2734 

 TT3672 36 X 72 91  $801  $841  $1103  $1329  $1780  $2156  $2608  $2637  $3034 

 TT3684 36 X 84 105  $909  $951  $1251  $1508  $2026  $2452  $2967  $2992  $3443 

 TT3696 36 X 96 118  $986  $1031  $1358  $1640  $2202  $2670  $3231  $3255  $3741 

TABLE TOPS ONLY  
LIST PRICE

ROUND

SQUARE

RECTANGLE

Note: Due to the fluctuations of stone, solid surface and butcher block top material, quotes for these products are subject to “valid for 30 days”.  
ERG will need to update quotes to current market pricing conditions for these products.


